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New innovations and developments have changed the meaning of phone completely. Itâ€™s no longer a
device only used for talking. If I ask you what do use your phone for, the answer â€˜to talkâ€™ is certain to
come after a long list of emailing, surfing and entertainment purposes. Itâ€™s a world of smart phones.
And Apple I Phones are one of the smartest phones around us.

Apple I Phones has a lot of features that make it different from other phones. The latest Apple I
Phone 4S comes with a dual core processor which provides brilliant display and fast graphics for a
powerful performance. It has a 3.5 inch multi touch screen which comes with a retina display, which
makes viewing very clear and sharp even while viewing under the sun. It is a dual camera phone.
The front camera can be used for video calling as well as taking images and videos. The back
camera is a high resolution 8 megapixel camera which supports HD Video recording.

The new Apple I Phone4S is also called the world phone as it can be used in 200 countries, whether
you are using GSM or CDMA. Itâ€™s possible with the dual antennas which also give faster uploads
and downloads too. To support it is the new iOS 5, an operating systems that helps to manage your
applications, edit your images and send unlimited free SMS to ant other apple device on iOS 5.

Apple has also introduced iCloud for I Phones with the latest iOS5, which stores all your data
remotely and synchronizes it with all your Apple devices via iTunes. This means the image you took
with your I Phone automatically appears in your I Pad and Mac computer. Apple also introduced Siri
in iOS5, a voice command feature that can take commands for emailing, scheduling tasks and
finding information.

Apple iPhone 4S are equipped with built in apps that make surfing, emailing and playing games a
pleasurable experience. Moreover, there are more than 500,000 apps (free as well as paid) at Apple
app store to download and use within seconds. It has motion and light sensors which gives a new
experience while playing games on your I Phone. You also get the connectivity option with your I
Phone which connects it with your HDTV or Projector and stream your display.

Although these features look pretty impressive, there are few disadvantages with Apple I Phone too.
Its competitors are coming up with larger screen while apple is still using the same as previous I
Phone 4. It canâ€™t be used in 4G networks, an upcoming technology. It doesnâ€™t support flash and
memory expansion. The maximum available in-built memory of 64 GB may fall short of the required
space for all your multimedia and documents. When compared to other phones in the same
category, its battery life is not as long lasting as others.

Keeping all these things in mind, you can easily choose whether this phone is for you or not. Apple
keeps innovating and giving new features to its users. But the competitive market has also come up
with technology to match and provide a plethora of options suitable for every individualâ€™s requirement.
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